FACETTA
A Fold Above

2x 2

FACETTA
A Fold Above

Inspired by the facets of a prism, Facetta’s sharp angled
profile is softened by its uniform glow, resulting in
an appealing luminaire with a hint of eclecticism. Its
playful and versatile design allows for the creation of
unique patterns and groupings using a 2x2 recessed
luminaire as a building block, adding texture and
inspiration to ceiling planes. Facetta allows you to bring
your imagination to life and create a powerful aesthetic
for your space—the design possibilities are endless!

Get Creative
Facetta can be grouped to create orthogonal patterns
and organic arrangements. Have fun with it—and
playfully create your design statement for any space.

Ease of
Maintenance
The one-piece hinging optical
assembly allows for easy access
to LEDs and drivers.

Performance
Delivered Lumens

System Watts

LPW

1000

9

114

2000

17

122

2500

21

122

3000

26

121

3500

31

119

4000

36

117

Delivered Lumens: 3000lm
System Watts: 26W

*Lumen output may vary +/- 5%. Actual wattage may vary +/- 5%
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Right Light™ provides a broad range of standard delivered
lumen outputs that stay consistent as technology upgrades
occur. In addition, tunable drivers allow for custom wattage
and lumen outputs to be specified within the standard range.

All lumen outputs of Facetta are Design Lights
Consortium (DLC) qualified.
Specific model information can be found on the DLC QPL at
designlights.org or at focalpointlights.com/DLC.
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